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PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I & II

NEW! Horngren’s Accounting, 12e*

NOBLES / MATTISON / MATSUMURA 
©2018 | ISBN: 0134674685 

Sole Proprietorship Approach
Horngren’s Accounting presents the core content of principles 
of accounting courses in a fresh format designed to help 
today’s learners succeed. The 12th Edition continues to focus 
on readability and student comprehension and takes this a 
step further in the managerial chapters by employing a new 
theme to help students see how managerial accounting is 
used as a tool to help all business people make decisions. By 
providing more meaningful learning tools, this title gives 
professors the resources needed to help students clear 
hurdles inside and outside of the classroom, like never 
before.

NEW! Horngren’s Financial and Managerial Accounting, 6e

NOBLES / MATTISON / MATSUMURA 
©2018 | ISBN: 0134674561 

Corporate Approach
Horngren’s Financial and Managerial Accounting presents the 
core content of principles of accounting courses in a fresh 
format designed to help today’s learners succeed. The 6th 
Edition continues to focus on readability and student 
comprehension and takes this a step further in the 
managerial chapters by employing a new theme to help 
students see how managerial accounting is used as a tool 
to help all business people make decisions. By providing 
more meaningful learning tools, this title gives professors 
the resources needed to help students clear hurdles inside 
and outside of the classroom, like never before.

MyLab Accounting MyLab Accounting

INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Financial Accounting, 4e

KEMP / WAYBRIGHT
©2017 | ISBN: 0134436113 

Financial Accounting, 4th Edition translates the essentials of 
accounting to students so they understand why and when 
financially sound decisions are made in business today.

Financial Accounting, 11e

HARRISON / HORNGREN / THOMAS / TIETZ 
©2017 | ISBN: 013443613X
Financial Accounting, 11th Edition helps students “nail” the 
accounting cycle up front in the text in order to increase 
success and retention later on.

MyLab Accounting MyLab Accounting

Shapland and Turner Cases in
Financial Accounting

SHAPLAND / TURNER 
©2013 | ISBN: 0132752816

Organized into four projects, these cases feature business  
settings familiar to most students and provide the opportunity 
to navigate through realistic source documents. Use each 
case as a standalone assignment or assign multiple sequential 
cases within a project so students are exposed to the entire 
accounting process.

*New Edition
Coming in 
March

10E: CHIS, SPANISH
5E: CHIS
4E: CHIS

11E: CHIS
10E: ARABIC, GREEK

UK TITLE: Financial Accounting for Decision 
Makers, 8e

ATRILL & MCCLANEY
©2016  |  ISBN: 9781292099040

7E: GREEK

UK TITLE: Accounting & Finance for 
Non-Specialists 10e

ATRILL & MCCLANEY
©2016  |  ISBN: 9781292135601

8E: GREEK 6E: RUSSIAN

UK TITLE: Financial Accounting, 6e

NOBES
©2016  |  ISBN: 9781292102993

4E: CROATIAN, VIETNAMESE

UK TITLE: Accounting & Finance: An 
Introduction, 8e

ATRILL & MCCLANEY
©2016  |  ISBN: 9781292088297

NEW 9TH ED 
MARCH 2018
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INTRODUCTION TO MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

NEW! Managerial Accounting, 5e

BRAUN / TIETZ 
©2018 | ISBN: 0134641809  

Managerial Accounting helps students see how managerial 
accounting concepts are used in business to make decisions. By 
presenting actual accounting decisions made in companies like 
Target and Macy’s, the text’s precise coverage of the core 
concepts better engages students in the content. With new 
problems, cases, and applications in the 5th Edition, students 
receive the most up-to-date information and practice 
opportunities to prepare them for their future careers in 
accounting.

MyLab Accounting

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING

Intermediate Accounting

GORDON / RAEDY / SANNELLA 
©2016 | ISBN: 0134053710 
Help your students think like accountants, from the first day 
of class, throughout their careers. To truly think like 
accountants, students must move beyond rote memorization 
of rules to develop their judgment and decision-making skills. 
With a focus on Conceptual Framework fundamentals and 
critical thinking, Intermediate Accounting gives students 
opportunities to develop problem-solving skills, apply their 
judgment, and work with real company financials—all of the 
skills necessary to succeed in the course, and beyond.

MyLab Accounting

COST ACCOUNTING

NEW! Cost Accounting, 16e

HORNGREN / DATAR / RAJAN 
©2018 | ISBN: 0134642449 

Horngren’s Cost Accounting defines the cost accounting market 
and continues to innovate today by consistently integrating 
the most current practice and theory into the text. This 
acclaimed, market-leading text emphasizes the basic theme 
of “different costs for different purposes,” and reaches 
beyond cost accounting procedures to consider concepts, 
analyses, and management. The 16th Edition incorporates 
the latest research and most up-to-date thinking into all 
relevant chapters, so that students are prepared for the 
rewards and challenges they will face in the professional cost 
accounting world of today and tomorrow.

MyLab Accounting 

UK TITLE: Management & Cost 
Accounting 6e

BHIMANI
©2015  |  ISBN: 9781292063461

4E: CROATIAN, FRENCH

15E: ALBANIAN, CHIS, CHIT, FRENCH
14E: CHIS, CHIT, JAPANESE, KOREAN, SPANISH

NEW GLOBAL EDITION: 16E 
DUE TO PUBLISH APRIL 

2017
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AUDITING

Auditing and Assurance Services, 16e

ARENS / ELDER / BEASLEY / HOGAN 
©2017 | ISBN: 0134435095 

This text prepares students for real-world decision making by 
using illustrative examples of key audit decisions.

Auditing Cases: An Interactive Learning Approach, 6/e 

BEASLEY / BUCKLESS / GLOVER / PRAWITT 
©2015 | ISBN: 0133852105

Step through real auditing cases one by one in this  
comprehensive text.

MyLab Accounting

Lakeside Company:
Case Studies in Auditing, 12e

TRUSSELL / FRASIER
©2012 | ISBN: 0132567253

The cases in The Lakeside Company create a realistic view of 
auditing by putting the abstract concepts into practice.

TAXATION

Prentice Hall’s Federal Taxation 2017: Individuals* Prentice Hall’s Federal Taxation 2017: 
Comprehensive*

POPE / ANDERSON / KRAMER 
©2017 | ISBN: 0134420640

*New Edition Coming in April

Prentice Hall’s Federal Taxation 2017: 
Corporations, Partnerships, Estates & Trusts*

POPE / RUPERT / ANDERSON 
©2017 | ISBN: 0134420853

*New Edition Coming in April

* The most recent federal taxation mandates with the highest level
of readability and relevancy for students.

MyLab Accounting

ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS

NEW! Accounting Information Systems, 14e

ROMNEY / STEINBART 
©2018 | ISBN: 0134474023 

The market-leading text with the most comprehensive, flexible 
coverage of AIS available.

Accounting Information Systems: The Crossroads of 
Accounting & IT, 2e

KAY / OVLIA
©2014 | ISBN: 0132991322 

This text presents information on how to develop  
communication, leadership, and strategic and critical thinking 
skills, as well as a customer focus, an interpretation of  
converging information, and technological skills.

Accounting Information Systems, 11e

BODNAR / HOPWOOD
©2013 | ISBN: 0132871939

Following a Business Process Approach, Accounting Information 
Systems stresses information, communication, and networking 
technology within the context of business processes, transaction 
cycles and internal control structure.

POPE / RUPERT / ANDERSON 
©2017 | ISBN: 0134420861

*New Edition Coming in April

16E: CHIS
15E: ARABIC, CHIT, INDO

6E: GREEK
5E: ARABIC, CHIS

UK TITLE: Principles of Auditing, 3e

HAYES
©2014  |  ISBN: 9780273768173

3E: ARABIC, CHIS, INDONESIAN 
2E: CHIS

13E: ARABIC, INDO
12E: CHIS, DUTCH, INDO

10E: CHIS
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COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING

QuickBooks Online Plus: A Complete Course 2016 

HORNE
©2017 | ISBN: 0134624645

Designed to present accounting concepts and their
relationship to QuickBooks® 2016, QuickBooks Online Plus: A
Complete Course 2016 is a comprehensive instructional 
learning resource. The First Edition uses fictitious companies 
and the QuickBooks Online Plus accounting program to 
provide hands-on training while it introduces major 
accounting concepts

QuickBooks 2015: A Complete Course, 16e

HORNE 
©2016 | ISBN: 0134325907  

Designed to present accounting concepts and their 
relationship to QuickBooks 2015, QuickBooks® 2015: A 
Complete Course is a comprehensive instructional learning 
resource. The Sixteenth Edition uses fictitious companies 
and the QuickBooks® Premier Accountant 2015 
accounting program to provide hands-on training while it 
introduces major accounting concepts. Students have 
ample opportunity to apply the concepts they learn 
about in the text and software, and transition from 
training to using QuickBooks 2015 in an actual business.

MBA FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Introduction to Financial Accounting, 11e

HORNGREN / SUNDEM / ELLIOTT / PHILBRICK 
©2014 | ISBN: 0133489361 

This text describes the most widely accepted accounting theory 
and practice with an emphasis on using and analyzing the  
information in financial statements. This text also compares 
U.S. GAAP to IFRS where relevant.

SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING

Core Concepts of Accounting, 11e

BREITNER / ANTHONY 
©2013 | ISBN: 0132744392 

Core Concepts of Accounting captures the full text (but not 
the programmed approach) of Essentials of Accounting, while  
including important accounting concepts and terms.

Essentials of Accounting, 11e

BREITNER / ANTHONY 
©2013 | ISBN: 0133052370 

Essentials of Accounting is a workbook that provides a 
self-teaching and self-paced introduction to financial  
accounting for active users of business data.

COLLEGE ACCOUNTING

College Accounting: A Practical Approach, 13e

SLATER
©2016 | ISBN: 013407730X 

College Accounting: A Practical Approach provides a strong 
foundation in the basics of accounting. The material is 
organized in a clear, easy-to-follow format, and each chapter 
contains a plethora of learning tools and practice materials to 
help students immediately put their skills to use. 

MyLab Accounting

Comprehensive Assurance & Systems Tool (CAST): 
An Integrated Practice Set, 3e

Comprehensive Assurance and Systems Tool (CAST) provides 
an integrated learning opportunity that encompasses  
financial statement assurance and accounting information 
systems.

INGRAHAM / JENKINS 
©2014 | ISBN: 0133251969 

11E: CHIS
11E: CHIS, JAPANESE, 
KOREAN, THAI

11E: CHIS
10E: CHIS
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ADVANCED ACCOUNTING

NEW! Advanced Accounting, 13e

BEAMS / ANTHONY / BETTINGHAUS / SMITH 
©2018 | ISBN: 0134472144 
Advanced Accounting is an in-depth guide to accounting that 
reflects the most up-to-date business developments. This 
comprehensive textbook addresses practical financial 
reporting problems while reflecting recent business 
developments and changes in accounting standards. 

SPECIAL TOPICS

Effective Writing, 10e

MAY / MAY
©2015 | ISBN: 0133579492

This useful guide covers all stages of the writing process— 
planning, critical thinking, generating and organizing ideas,  
writing the draft, revising, and designing for presentation.

MBA MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

Managerial Accounting: Decision Making and 
Motivating Performance, 1e

DATAR / RAJAN
©2014 | ISBN: 0132816245 

Managerial Accounting: Making Decisions and Motivating 
Performance enables future managers and business owners 
to attain the core skills they need to become integral members 
of their company’s decision-making teams.

Introduction to Management Accounting, 16e

HORNGREN / SUNDEM / SCHATZBERG / 
BURGSTAHLER
©2014 | ISBN: 013305974X

Introduction to Management Accounting helps to enhance 
students’ ability to make effective economic decisions by 
encouraging them to understand the inner-workings of the 
concepts, rather than solely focusing on technique 
memorization. Overall, this text describes both theory and 
common practices in a way that will help students produce 
information that’s useful in day-to-day decision-making.MyLab Accounting

Management Accounting, 6e

ATKINSON / KAPLAN / MATSUMURA / YOUNG 
©2012 | ISBN: 0132965445 

Management Accounting: Information for Decision-Making and 
Strategy Execution explains how business managers can estimate 
and manage the cost and profitability of their products and 
customers.

6E: CHIS, KOREAN, PORTUGUESE
5E: DUTCH, KOREAN
4E: CHIS, DUTCH, KOREAN
3E: CHIS, CHIT, KOREAN, RUSSIAN

16E: CHIS, INDO, ITALIAN

UK TITLE: Management Accounting for 
Decision Makers, 8e

ATRILL & MCCLANEY
©2015  |  ISBN: 9781292072432

7E: PORTUGUESE 
6E: ARABIC

13E: CHIS
11: ARABIC
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GOVERNMENT AND NON-PROFIT ACCOUNTING

Introduction to Governmental and Not-for-Profit 
Accounting, 7e

IVES / JOHNSON / RAZEK / HOSCH 
©2013 | ISBN: 0132776014

A comprehensive, practical, clearly written, and updated 
approach to governmental and not-for-profit financial  
accounting.

NEW! Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting, 11e*

FREEMAN / SHOULDERS / ALLISON / SMITH 
©2018 | ISBN: 0133799565
Written through the eyes of the learner, Governmental 
and Nonprofit Accounting prepares students for 
professional government, not-for-profit accounting 
practice, and the CPA exam. This comprehensive, up-
to-date textbook covers state and local government, 
federal government, and not-for-profit organization 
accounting, financial reporting, and auditing, and 
prepares students well for real-world practice.

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING

International Accounting, 7e

CHOI / MEEK
©2011 | ISBN: 0136111475

International Accounting was written with the express 
purpose of introducing students to the international 
dimensions of accounting, financial reporting and 
financial control.

FINANCIAL REPORTING AND STATEMENT ANALYSIS

Understanding Financial Statements, 11e

ORMISTON / FRASER 
©2016 | ISBN: 0133874036

Understanding Financial Statements retains its reputation for 
readability, concise coverage, and accessibility, and gives 
students the conceptual background and analytical tools 
necessary to understand and interpret business financial 
statements.

Interpreting and Analyzing Financial Statements, 6e

SCHOENEBECK / BRADY
©2013 | ISBN: 0132746247

The text and activities format allow the instructor to use 
this book as a stand-alone text for the first accounting 
course. This text helps students analyze real company 
financial statement information. Each activity in the book 
concentrates on only one aspect of the analysis and uses 
data from well-known corporations to pique students' 
interest and add relevancy.

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING

Detecting Accounting Fraud: Analysis and Ethics

JACKSON
©2015 | ISBN: 0133078604

A case-study approach that enables students to identify key 
signs of fraud in financial statements.

Forensic Accounting

RUFUS / MILLER / HAHN
©2015 | ISBN: 0133050475 

An inside view into the practice of forensic accounting. 
Available as an eText in CourseSmart.

*New Edition
Coming in 
February

7E: CHIS
6E: CHIS, INDO
5E: CHIS, INDO

UK TITLE: Comparative International 
Accounting, 13e

NOBES
©2016  |  ISBN: 9781292081908

12E: CHIS
11E: CHIS 

9E: CHIS, INDO

6E: CHIS

1E: CHIS, SERBIAN
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TAXES & BUSINESS STRATEGY

Taxes & Business Strategy, 5e

SCHOLES / WOLFSON / ERICKSON / HANLON /
MAYDEW / SHEVLIN
©2015 | ISBN: 0132752670
Through integration with traditional MBA topics, Taxes and 
Business Strategy, 5th Edition provides a framework for 
understanding how taxes affect decision-making, asset 
prices, equilibrium returns, and the financial and operational 
structure of firms.

5E: CHIS
4E: ALBANIAN, KOREAN
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